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SYNOPSIS

Barbara Miller's feature documentary #FEMALE PLEASURE portrays five courageous, smart and self-determined women, breaking the silence imposed by their archaic-patriarch societies and religious communities. With incredible strength and positive energy, Deborah Feldman, Leyla Hussein, Rokudenashiko, Doris Wagner and Vithika Yadav are fighting for sexual liberation and autonomy for women, beyond religious rules and cultural barriers. But their victory comes at a high price: they all have experienced public defamation, threats and prosecutions, have been excommunicated by the society they grew up in and even received death threats by religious leaders and fanatics.

#FEMALE PLEASURE shows the universal mechanisms at work that determine the position of women until today, spanning cultures, religions and continents: from Japan and India and the Somali muslim diaspora to the Hasidic community in Brooklyn and the Catholic clergy in Europe. All protagonists have come to the same conclusion: the female body is subjected to male lust and first and foremost meant for procreation, without any regard for female sexual pleasure and autonomy.

These women decided to speak up and are the ultimate example on how courage, strength and zest for life can indeed alter societal structures.
DEBORAH FELDMAN grew up in an ultra-orthodox, Hasidic family in Brooklyn, New York. At the age of 17, she was married to a young man whom she had only seen once before. It was only shortly before her wedding night that she was told about sex and her duties as a wife for the first time in her life. She soon started looking for ways to leave the community, together with her son.

*Today, Deborah is a successful writer and lives a free, self-determined life in Berlin with her son. Since the publication of their bestselling books Unorthodox and Exodus she has become the white hope for many women living in ultra-orthodox communities, wanting to leave.*

LEYLA HUSSEIN grew up in a devout Muslim family and was genitally mutilated at the age of 7 in the name of Islam, even though this practice is not mentioned in the Quran. Since the birth of her daughter she has been fighting for physical integrity and sexual self-determination of Muslim women in fundamentalist countries, but also in Europe. She is committed to the fight for the right to a lustful sexuality for all women.

*As a psychotherapist and social activist, Leyla now fights against female genital mutilation and spoke before the UN and the English Parliament to finally successfully change the situation of at-risk girls, not only in Africa but also in Europe.*

Japanese ROKUDENASHIKO grew up in a traditional Shinto-Buddhist family. As a manga and performance artist, often creating vagina-themed art, she fights against the demonization of female lust and sexuality in Japan. She was arrested and charged with “obscenity” and currently faces two years imprisonment.

*Rokudenashiko vehemently advocates the acceptance of artistic representation of the vagina and artistic freedom in her work. She is hoping for an acquittal in her trial.*

DORIS WAGNER, who grew up in a devout Protestant-Catholic family in Bavaria, joined a convent at the age of 19. Here she has experienced sexual abuse and has been fighting double standards and sexual assault within the Catholic Church ever since.

*As a graduate in theology and a doctorate in philosophy, Doris Wagner supports people that have been abused by the Catholic Church and ecclesiastical cults. Her goal is to establish recognition of responsibility and a change in thinking by highest bodies of authorities within the Catholic Church.*

VITHIKA YADAV grew up in a traditional Hindu family in Rajasthan, northern India. From a very young age she was taught not to look a man in the eye and to never go out on the street alone. But all these rules did not protect her from what happens to the vast majority of Indian girls and women on a daily basis: sexual harassment and assault, or "Eve teasing" as Indian men call it. But Vithika fought back.

*In 2013, Vithika won the Award for “Excellence & Innovation in Sexuality Innovation” for her sexual education platform “Love Matters”, which has millions of users and followers every day.*
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#DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

#FEMALE PLEASURE is a plea for the right to self-determination and a fulfilled sexuality for women. I wanted to find out which universal structures are behind the fact that women, even today, can’t celebrate their body and their sexuality freely and if they do, in most parts of the world, they are despised, excommunicated or even threatened. All five women in this film come from different religious and cultural backgrounds, yet this is not a film about religions, and certainly not about faith. I want to show the universal, millennia-old and unfortunately still very topical structural demonization of the female body and her sexuality. The worldwide parallels are frightening.

In almost all cultural, religious and social environments, there are forms of abuse of power by men or in which men use hierarchical structures to exploit, dominate and oppress women. The idea that women should not be self-determined sexual beings has changed a bit, in some parts of the world at least, but it is still deeply rooted in our society. In current Internet porn culture, for example, women are mainly there to satisfy men. Their own sexuality, their wishes and desires are often ignored and the clitoris, which is an essential organ for 70% of the women in order to have an orgasm, is simply non-existent.

I have made TV documentaries on these topics before and found that again and again, female pleasure and the appreciation of the female body doesn't seem to have a proper place in our world, for men and women equally. An open discussion about what women really want and need still takes place too little. And I hope these five women can inspire girls and women all over the world to explore their own bodies, to have the courage to talk with their partners about their wishes and to stand up against religious, cultural and social dogmas who still tell them that they don't count. A self-determined female sexuality, a liberation of the female body from the millennia-old moral weight, will be an incredible gain. For women and men.
ABOUT THE DIRECTOR
BARBARA MILLER

BIOGRAPHY

Born 1970 in Zurich, Switzerland, Barbara Miller holds a first degree in law and an undergraduate degree in film studies, philosophy and psychology from the University of Zurich. As an assistant director and editing assistant she worked on Christian Frei’s documentary "War Photographer" for two years. Since has been a freelance documentary filmmaker since 2001.
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Deborah Feldman
Female rebellion against ultra-orthodox Judaism

Deborah Feldman grew up in an ultra-orthodox Jewish family in the secluded New York quarter of Williamsburg. Absolute devotion to God, obedience, guilt and punishment shaped every aspect of her childhood. Her life exclusively took place in Williamsburg, in a neighbourhood characterized by men with black coats, hats, beards and long side curls and women wearing dark skirts, blouses and wigs covering their shaved heads. The leading rabbi ensures that the rules and regulations become stricter by the day and the community-owned religious school teaches exclusively in Yiddish.

Secular New York seemed a world away for Deborah, even though she could see the lights of the city just across the river. Deborah felt out of place as a child, thinking she could never live up to all the expectations, and longed for someone who understood her fears and hardships. She found this understanding in the hitherto unknown and forbidden world of English books, which she secretly read, where problems were addressed and feelings named. And there were strong, independent women who took their destiny into their own hands. Deborah started dreaming of becoming one of these women herself one day. But she still had a long way to go, and coercion and obedience defined her puberty.

At 17 she was married to a man she didn't know. She heard about sex for the first time just before the wedding night and was taught that she was "impure" during menstruation, meaning she was not allowed to touch her husband, and that she had to undergo ritual cleansing in the bathhouse, mikvah, before engaging in sex again. When her son Isaac was born, Deborah decided to break out of her prison, which took her five years. She secretly visited a university and started writing down her story. Once she and her little son crossed the Brooklyn Bridge to the "other" New York, she knew she had lost her family and home forever. Her autobiography Unorthodox released a shock-wave in the Jewish community. Deborah has since lived with constant death threats. For the many ultra-orthodox women wanting to get out, however, she has become a symbol of hope.
Leyla Hussein

Sexual self-determination in fundamentalist Islam

Leyla Hussein was born in Mogadishu into a privileged and devout Muslim family. She was one of the few girls in Somalia that were allowed to go to school. However, her parents' education did not protect Leyla or her younger sister from the brutal operation which would change her womanhood forever. She was 7 years old when she got to wear her party dress and was, together with her 3-year-old sister, brought to her aunt’s house by her mother. The women told her that she could be proud, because she would soon belong to the right, “clean” girls. The cries of her little sister irrevocably pierced Leyla's heart and mind.

In around 30 countries, millions of girls and women are robbed of their clitoris. This happens mostly in the name of Islam, even though it is a pre-Islamic pharaonic custom. Over 200 million girls and women suffer from the lifelong consequences of this brutal procedure. Hundreds of thousands are threatened with this every year, also in Europe. Yet most girls - like Leyla - stay silent. At 12, her family fled to London, to the largest Somali expat society in Europe, but even here, her mother vigilantly watched her daughters to make sure they followed the strict social rules. At 21, Leyla married a fellow Somali. The act of sex was anything but pleasant and brought back her childhood pain and inexplicable depressions began as she became pregnant. The birth of her daughter was difficult and a nurse explained that she was probably suffering from “flashbacks”. Leyla swore that this atrocity should never be done to her daughter and from that day on she committed herself to fighting Female Genital Mutilation (FGM), the religious dogmas and overriding superstition behind this cruel practice.

Leyla studied psychology and founded the award-winning organisations Hawa’s Heaven and Daughters of Eve, to support affected women and combat FGM. She is also working with the specialized London police unit Project Azure to protect vulnerable girls, as FGM has been a criminal offense in Britain since 1986. Since breaking the silence, Leyla has been met with much approval and support in England. She was invited to Downing Street and received countless awards for her courageous commitment. But until today, there hasn’t been a single conviction for FGM in England, and only a few in other European countries. Therefore, Leyla advocates for the effective application of the law before the UN, so that Muslim girls in Europe can finally be effectively protected from serious injury. On top of fighting FGM, Leyla also has to deal with brutal reactions from her own community. She has been openly attacked as a traitor and a shame for Islam by fundamentalist. Masked men have attacked her several times. And again and again Leyla receives death threats. She now has to carry a silent alarm and has installed three different security systems in her house.

© Mons Veneris Films GmbH
ROKUDENASHIKO
Artistic liberation of the female body in Buddhism

Rokudenashiko (Megumi Igarashi) grew up in a strict, traditional Buddhist family in a Tokyo suburb. Her parents raised her in its beliefs and taught her the most important characteristics of a Japanese woman: humility and subservience to her husband. Sexuality was never discussed in her parents' house. From her first sexual experiences Rokudenashiko quickly learned that female desire was not to be talked about and she was expected to be passive and submissive. The innate impurity and sinfulness of the female body justifies this discrimination, according to Japanese Buddhist teachings. Women can only achieve enlightenment by evolving into a male body. Rokudenashiko did not dare to stand up for her needs and was ashamed of her body, up to the point where she hated it. She underwent "labial trimming", a procedure she deeply regrets and she still suffers from the painful consequences.

But it was this procedure, that forced her to truly deal with her own vagina on the one hand and female sexuality in Japan on the other hand. In a country where pornographic mangas are widely distributed and advertising for porn sites are featured on the metro, but where explicit content is considered obscene, she wanted to confront the taboo of female sexuality as an artist and in her manga comics. She started to make pink and golden plastic figures modelled on her vagina, which gained popularity through her blog "The Art of Vagina". Rokudenashiko also gives workshops to women, creating "vagina selfies": 3D models of their own vaginas to lose insecurities and fears about their own bodies. In July 2014, Rokudenashiko rowed her 2-meter, 3D-printed "vagina canoe" through Tokyo. For this she was arrested and charged with "obscenity", a charge that seems incredibly inconsistent considering the Japanese penis festival, where gigantic phalluses are carried through the streets. Rokudenashiko is currently threatened with 2 years in jail for sending 3D-data of her vagina.

© Mons Veneris Films GmbH
Doris Wagner
*Struggle against sexual abuse in staunch Catholicism*

For Doris Wagner, God has been her most important companion since her childhood. Her parents were devout Protestants who converted to Catholicism in Bavaria. At 19, Doris joined the strict spiritual order "The Work" in the Thalbach monastery in Bregenz, Austria, which holds close relations to the Vatican. Men and women live together here. Even though the nuns don't wear a habit, they have to follow rigid clothing and behavioural rules, and full responsibility for prevention of sexual harassment lays with the young nuns. After a time of "formation" and systematic disempowerment, Doris was sent to the "Holy City". However, neither her perfect behaviour nor the shapeless clothing protected the young nun in Rome from the brutal assaults of the order's priest 20 years her senior. Feeling ashamed and guilty, Doris only dared to speak of the rapes to the head nun after several months. But she put all the blame on Doris, forbidding her to report the man who assaulted her.

It took another two years for Doris to leave and finally dared to press charges against her abuser in Germany and Austria. However, the priest claimed the sexual assaults had been consensual and the court ruled that Doris "did not resist the assault enough" for the assault to be considered rape. Amidst the scandal, the Vatican was forced to announce a papal visit to the religious order which gave Doris great for hope. Yet no results have been published until today.

Now in her mid-thirties, the studied theologian and philosopher published the book "No longer myself" in 2014 to encourage others abused within the Catholic Church and other ecclesiastical cults. She married a former monk who had also left the order out of protest against the silencing of abuse and their first child was born in February 2015. Doris even addressed Pope Francis personally to create a change in the treatment of abuse victims and to obtain an apology from the church. She has never heard back from him.
Vithika Yadav
Sexual liberation in ultra-nationalist Hinduism

Vithika Yadav grew up in a strongly traditional Hindu family in Rajasthan. She was first sexually harassed by a man at age 12; an experience the overwhelming majority of Indian girls and women have had. Indian men call it "Eve teasing". It happened again two years later and Vithika started hating herself for being a woman. She stayed quiet, as sexuality in India is an absolute taboo. Owing to strict Hindu conventions, no aspect of sex may be talked about, be it consensual or non-consensual. Young people in Indian receive no sexual education at all.

Vithika’s parents allowed her to study and she began her engagement against the brutal reality of the Indian girl trade as a UN consultant for the NGO Free the Slaves NGO. At the age of 20 she fell in love with a fellow student while studying sociology and at 23, Vithika broke the taboo and announced her “scandalous” love marriage across castes. With the support of Radio Netherlands Worldwide, she founded Love Matters in Delhi, the first Indian internet sex education project, and in 2013 won the prize for "Excellence and Innovation in Sexuality Education" from the World Organisation for Sexual Health. However, in India, "Love Matters" caused a scandal. Extreme Hindu nationalists did everything to force the 32-year old mother to close her “sinful” website. But Vithika does not let herself be intimidated.